Reducing Costs, Increasing Availability

Whether you use Renewable Parts to provide your parts and consumables needs or select the full service package to fulfil your entire spares management requirements, Renewable Parts will enhance the performance of your business and help you achieve better bottom line results. Whatever the make of turbine, Renewable Parts has the right solution for you.

Renewable Parts Ltd

We only supply high quality OEM approved items, from recognised brands.

Examples include:
- Oils - Castrol, Texaco, Mobil
- Filters - Mahle, Hydac, Parker, Vickers
- Electrical components - ABB, Siemens
- Tork Paper and alternatives
- Absorbs for all requirements
- Cleaners huge range available
- Personal Protective wear - gloves, eye protection
- Seal kits
- Fasteners
- Large bolts and bolt furniture from batched lots
- LM - blade parts and consumables
- Sundries

Contact Us

General Enquiries
Email: info@renewable-parts.com
Rentrew Telephone: 0141 886 1220
Lochgilphead Telephone: 01546 600 466

Offices
Operational Centre
Renewable Parts Ltd, Unit L7e
Westways Business Park
Porterfield Road
Rentrew
Scotland
PA4 8DJ

Accounts
Renewable Parts Ltd
Highland Pottery
Lochgilphead
Argyll
Scotland
PA31 8NN

www.renewable-parts.com

Assumptions
Tariff (£80-125/MW (0.9-1.9 ROCs)
Load Factor 27.07% (UK 13 year historical average) (DECC data)

Typical down time and revenue loss associated with critical part replacement (per 1MW capacity offline)
- Equipment co-ordination (up to £1600)
- Maintenance personnel co-ordination (up to £1200)
- Weather windows (up to £1100)
- Component lead-time (up to £9200)

Contact Us

Independent Supply Chain Specialist

With over 20 years experience in wind turbine maintenance and parts supply, we have the technical expertise to help you reduce cost whilst maximising availability levels.

www.renewable-parts.com
About Us
Renewable Parts is the UK’s leading, independent supply chain specialist for the wind turbine industry. Our widespread capability covers turbines from Vestas, Siemens and Nordex from consumables to the supply of entire wind turbines.

The Renewable Parts team have extensive knowledge of the operations and maintenance of wind turbines which they use to develop innovative, customer friendly service solutions. Our priorities are reducing cost of ownership and maximising turbine availability for our customers.

New Parts
We supply new parts for post warranty turbines through our network of OEM parts suppliers.

Our extensive stock holding and inventory management capability allows us to meet global demand and reduce lead-times.

Inventory Management Solutions
At Renewable Parts we have developed an inventory management service for our customers.

Using our extensive technical knowledge of turbines’ operational performance, we can monitor operational stock levels to reduce expenditure and maximising asset utilisation.

Vision, a consumables service from Renewable Parts designed to meet your operational needs. An innovative solution that maximises turbine availability, reduces cost and simplifies your business.

Consumables Service Solution
At Renewable Parts our vision is to create a world where customers’ consumables costs are predictable and their operational performance is improved. Vision provides customers this certainty.

- Vision covers the widest range of turbine models from Vestas, Nordex and Siemens
- 12 month service coverage for consumables
- Fixed price, monthly payments
- Custom delivery schedules to meet customer needs
- OEM approved products and quantities
- Integrated solution guaranteeing lower cost of ownership

We know your turbines
Email sales@renewable-parts.com
Call 0141 886 1220

www.renewable-parts.com